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Abstract Multiple view rendering is a common problem
for applications where multiple users visualize a common
dataset, as in multi-player games and collaborative engineer-
ing tools. For a system to be able to render a large number
of views at interactive rates efficiently, parallel processing is
an attractive technique. In this work we present the imple-
mentation of a pipelined multiview light field renderer using
a cluster with GPUs and MPI. We discuss the paralleliza-
tion model and the problem of partitioning the tasks of the
pipeline among the cluster machines based on the pipeline
model and the costs of the stages. Our solution achieves 83%
efficiency with ten machines, against only 11% efficiency of
a naive parallelization.

Keywords Parallel rendering · Multiple viewpoint render-
ing

1 Introduction

Multiple views are typically used to provide a sense of depth
and perspective for stereo and auto-stereoscopic displays [1–
5]. However, multiple viewpoints are also necessary if we
want to support several users visualizing a shared dataset at
the same time. Among these applications we can include en-
gineering projects, virtual reality environments, geographic
models and massive multi-player computer games. In many
cases, each user is connected to the rendering cluster by a
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thin client and is only interested on a particular view of the
stored dataset.

To be able to render hundreds or thousands of views of
a common dataset at interactive rates we need a solution
which is both scalable and efficient. Clusters with GPUs
have become an attractive platform for rendering tasks, since
they have an excellent price-to-performance ratio and are
easily available.

In this paper we present a parallel architecture designed
to render multiple views interactively on a cluster with GPUs.
The main challenges are to obtain an efficient paralleliza-
tion, minimize the overhead due to communication and be
able to scale as both more users and more machines are
added to the system.

Our idea is to combine sampler nodes with image-based
renderers so that computation can be parallelized and reused
among views. We analyze the theoretical speedup of our
proposed solution with respect to the number of views and
provide experimental evidence that the proposed architec-
ture is feasible for the task.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we dis-
cuss relevant related work. In Section 3 we describe the ar-
chitecture and parallelization strategy, while in Section 4 we
explain details of the light field renderer. In Section 5 we
provide experimental results that support our findings and in
Section 6 we discuss future work and conclude.

2 Background and related work

In order to better discuss our contributions, we first provide a
brief overview on multiple viewpoint rendering and parallel
rendering.
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2.1 Multiple viewpoint rendering

Rendering multiple views using the standard graphics pipeline
is a difficult problem. The rasterization architecture currently
adopted requires an early decision of the viewpoint, which
makes it difficult to explore coherence between views in a
common environment. For this reason, Halle [2] suggested
rendering the views into a spatio-perspective volume, cre-
ated by rendering epipolar images. Hübner et al. [4] de-
veloped a multi-view splatting technique which renders the
necessary views for each splat just one time. They use the
GPU to project each splat to all views at once.

The concept of using a sampled 4D buffer to generate
new views is known as lumigraph or light field rendering.
A light field [6] is a dense sampling of the 5-dimensional
plenoptic function [7], which describes the radiance of ev-
ery point in space (Px,Py,Pz) in all directions (θ ,φ). If we
consider only the subset of rays leaving a bounded object,
the function can be further reduced to 4 dimensions [8].

In our work, we are interested in using the light field
of sample images as a way to share rays among views and
avoid duplicated computational effort. Even using ray shar-
ing, the cost of rendering multiple views interactively is still
larger than the power available in a typical graphics card.
For this reason, we propose a scalable parallel architecture.
Annen et al. [1] describes a distributed system for render-
ing multiple views for parallax displays. However, they did
not explore any sort of coherence in the views, and focused
only at scalability and load balancing issues. Yang et al. [9]
developed a system that distributes some of the steps neces-
sary to reconstruct a single view, achieving scalable band-
width costs. Similar to ours, their solution does not use a ray
buffer, so it can be applied to dynamic scenes.

2.2 Sampling issues in light field rendering

The minimum number of samples required to reconstruct a
signal is a classic problem in image processing and com-
puter graphics. Sampling analysis in image based rendering
is a difficult problem because it involves a complex rela-
tionship among three elements: the depth and texture infor-
mation of the scene, the number of sample images, and the
rendering resolution [10–12].

It is well known that depth information, besides improv-
ing rendering quality, also affects sampling rate. Since per-
pixel depth information is free on synthetic images, it has
been used on some recent work [13,14], although without
considering parallelization.

It is also important to use a good sampling structure. For
objects it is common to use a spherical parametrization [15,
14]. For environments, however, this is not so clear. The
simplest approach is to sample the scene using a regular

grid [16]. Another possibility is to generate samples adap-
tively as in [17]. In our case, we will use a number of fixed
views as samples.

2.3 Parallel rendering

Parallelism has been used many times for accelerating the
rendering process. To achieve parallelism, we can either di-
vide the rendering steps among the processors (task paral-
lelism, or pipelining) or split the rendering data (data par-
allelism). Another option is to explore the time dimension,
computing views for different moments in parallel.

Sloan and Hansen [20] present three techniques for re-
constructing lumigraphs in parallel. However, they use as
target a distributed shared memory ccNUMA computer, not
a cluster, which is a more common architecture at the present.
A more recent work has been developed by Strasser et al. [21],
the MLIC system, which uses an image cache to decou-
ple image rendering from visualization and distributes the
rendering calculations among multiple computers. They de-
compose the space around the view-point into six pyramids.
Images are placed at fixed positions with respect to the view-
point and may be further refined with a kd-tree. Displaying
the image database involves visiting all the polyhedra and
traversing the accompanying kd-trees in a top-down, back-
to-front manner.

Many hybrid geometry/image systems have also been
proposed for parallel rendering of massive models. The ba-
sic idea is to render objects far from the viewpoint using
faster image-based techniques, since they will result in smaller
elements in the display. Among them we may cite the work
of Wilson and Manocha [22], Aliaga et al. [23], and De-
bevec et al. [24].

3 Parallel multi-view rendering

In order to analyse our solution, we first develop an analyti-
cal model for it. We are interested in understanding how the
multiple elements of the problem affect the resulting render-
ing time and how scalable it will be when we increase the
number of machines. We compare our solution with what
we call the naive solution, which would be just to render
each view independently.

First we define Tnaive, the time required to render a num-
ber of views V using the standard rendering pipeline. That
turns out to be just gV , where g is the time to render a single
view:

Tnaive = (gV )

To render multiple views in a scalable fashion, we need
a parallel architecture. The most naive parallelization is to
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divide the views among the available processors P, so that
the time between two consecutive views is:

T||naive = (gV )/P (1)

In the most optimistic case, we can assume that an image
can be sliced between two or more processors, so the load is
evenly distributed. This architecture is depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1 Intuitive architecture: the views are distributed among the avail-
able GPUs. Each GPU executes the entire pipeline for each view.

However, to improve the performance while rendering
multiple views, we would like to reuse computation that can
be shared among the views. We propose the use of a light
field renderer to render the views from scene samples in-
stead of the original geometry. If S is the number of images
necessary to sample the environment and c the time to com-
pose a new image from the samples, we can split the pro-
cessing effort into sampling and compositing steps, so that:

Tl f r = (Sg+V c)

This formulation is faster than Tnaive above a certain num-
ber of views as long as c < g. The efficient parallelization
of this new algorithm requires a change in the architecture,
since all compositing tasks must access the samples being
generated, so we must guarantee that samples are computed
first. To achieve that we separate the processors into a 2-level
superscalar pipeline: the first level generates the samples,
while the second level for combines the views (Figure 2).

From the P processors available, K are used to produce
the S samples of the environment, while the remaining (P−
K) are used to compose the final V views. The time needed
to produce all samples will be divided by the K processors,
as the time to compute the views will de divided by the re-
maining processors. In the new system, as in any pipeline,
the time between the output of two consecutive images from

Fig. 2 Proposed architecture: the pipeline is divided into sampling and
compositing stages. The GPUs are assigned to each stage as a function
of the number of views.

a view is equal to the time taken by the slowest stage of the
pipeline:

T||l f r = Max
(

Sg
K

,
V c

P−K

)
(2)

We know that T||l f r is minimum when both stages takes
the same time1. The value of K at this point can be found by
equaling the expressions for each stage and solving for K:

Kopt(S,g,V,c,P) =
SgP

V c+Sg
(3)

Equation 3 defines the value of K which minimizes the
time in a ideal system, where each processor can be parti-
tioned freely among the two stages. In a real scenario, how-
ever, only one type of process will run on each GPU. This
division makes the integration with existing pipelines easier,
considering their current limitations. For these reasons, we
will consider that only an integer number of processors can
be allocated for each stage.

One may think that simply rounding Kopt to the near-
est integer would give an adequate solution. However, as in
many integer programming problems, that is not the case.

The restriction that K ∈ Z+
∗ , limits the choices of K so

that a perfect balancing cannot be achieved for all V . This
transforms the problem of finding the minimum of a contin-
uous function into a problem of minimizing a function that
only admits integer solutions. Specifically we want to find a
function that computes the value of K which makes the T||l f r
the smaller possible for each scenario.

Observing the expression of T||l f r (Eq. 2), we note that
when only the number of viewpoints change, the time is
given by the greatest value between a constant function of

1 It can be shown that if that is not the case, the time would be that
of the longer stage, and its time could be reduced by transferring some
of the resources from the other stage to it, until the point when that
procedure would turn the other stage’s time higher, when the process
would have to be reverted.
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value Sg/k and a line of slope c/(P− k). So, for K ∈ [1,P),
we have:{

T||l f r = Sg
K , ∀ V ≤ Sg

c ·
T||l f r = V c

(P−K) ,∀ V ≥ Sg
c ·

Figure 3 shows the discussed behavior for the possible
values of K for a cluster of five machines. When the value
of K decreases, we obtain lines of greater slope and smaller
constants. The curve of smaller time begins at K = 4 (1 com-
poser and 4 samplers), and decreases until K = 1 (4 com-
posers and 1 sampler). Generally speaking, if (V c)/(P−K)
is greater than the curve for the next K ((Sg)/(K − 1)) the
next value of K should be used.
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Fig. 3 Total time for different values of K for a five GPU cluster. The
continuous curve is the optimal time obtained using Equation 4. The
sampling time was g = 0.3 sec, the composition time was c = 0.03 sec,
and the number of samples was S = 4.

The point where T||l f r(K) = T||l f r(K−1) happens when:

V c
P−K

=
Sg

K−1

Isolating K we get the right integer version of Eq. 3:

Kopt(S,g,V,c,P) =
⌊

SgP+V c
V c+Sg

⌋
, 0 < Kopt < P (4)

4 Light field rendering

Our light field renderer builds upon the work on per-pixel
depth information for the correction of rays during recon-
struction [13,14,25,26].

There are many ways of parametrizing the 4D light field.
The best one depends on the application domain, but they
usually have good sampling characteristics and can ease the
reconstruction task. Among the parametrizations proposed
in the literature we may cite: two planes [6], cylindrical [27],

spherical [14,15], two spheres, plane-sphere [28], and non
structured [13,29,30].

For this paper we chose to use a heightfield terrain. For
this reason, we decided that a 2 plane parametrization (2PP)
would be a good fit. In 2PP, each ray entering the scene is
indexed by a pair of points (u,v) and (s, t) on the two planes.
The plane for (s, t) is known as the view point plane and the
one for (u,v), as the image plane.

4.1 Acquiring depth images

Each block of the scene is enclosed in the volume defined
by the planes z = 1, z = 0, x = ±1, and y = ±1. Four cam-
eras are at positions (−1,−1,z), (−1,1,z), (1,−1,z), and
(1,1,z) as shown in Figure 4. At each frame, the 4 cameras
render the scene and store the depth in the alpha channel as:

d =
|Pg−P1|
|P1−P0|

where P1 and P0 denote the intersections of the viewing ray
with the planes z = 1 and z = 0, respectively. Pg is the point
where the viewing ray intersects the geometry (This is demon-
strated in Figure 5, for the ray exiting camera Ca).

Fig. 4 Four cameras are used to sample each tile. The sample volume
is delimited by the planes z = 0, z = 1, x =±1, y =±1

4.2 Rendering new views

The rendering algorithm was implemented in a GLSL frag-
ment program. To render a new view, we need the position of
the viewing camera Cvp, the position for each of the k sam-
ple cameras Ckp and the image plus depth captured by each
one Cki. We also need a projection matrix Pro j to specify the
camera model. In this work we consider that all the cameras
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Fig. 5 Given the ray r, we must find the coordinates (u,v) and (u’,v’)
which correspond to the intersection point Pg

are always looking to the center of the tile, so orientation
information is not needed.

To be able to use the fragment shaders, we need a render
surface. So, for each tile described in the previous Section,
we draw a quad. The quad is parallel to the plane z = 0 and
positioned at the origin. This will guarantee a render surface
as long as the desired camera has a Z coordinate greater than
the near clipping distance.

To render a new view we must decide, for each pixel,
which samples to use. If the depth is known, we can use im-
age warping to project pixels from one view to another[31].
This can be done performing a search along the view ray,
re-projecting the point into each camera and comparing the
distance with the value stored in the image [14].

First, we need to compute the viewing vector for each
pixel. This can be computed passing the vertex position as
an interpolated variable in the vertex shader:

v = normalize(VertexPos−Dv)

Next we need to compute the full projection matrix for
each camera Ckp. This can be achieved composing the pro-
jection matrix Pro j with each camera position and orienta-
tion:

Pro jk = Pro j ∗ rotk ∗o f f setk

If more than one camera is looking at the same point, we
choose one of the samples.

We chose to apply inverse warping so that we could use
GPU interpolation and avoid holes in the image. In order to
find the correspondence between the cameras we need the
depth of each pixel in the new image. There are many ways
to obtain that, but they all involve some kind of search along
the view ray v, for the intersection with the surface implicitly
defined by the other cameras. For the sake of simplicity, we
decided to use a linear search.

The search starts at the point where v intersects the plane
z = 1. At each iteration, the current point can be expressed
by:

P = plane.s1+ v∗δ

where

δ =
|plane.s− plane.s1|

steps

and plane.s1 and plane.s correspond to the intersections be-
tween v and z = 0 and z = 1 respectively.

To find the intersection with the surface, we employ an
approach similar to the one used by Todt [14]: at each step
we project the current point onto each camera k. This will
yield a (x,y) pair that can be used to retrieve the surface
position Cks stored for each camera along the ray P−Ckp:

Cks = plane.s∗Cki.depth+(1−Cki.depth)∗ plane.s1

However, instead of comparing the position P with the es-
timate Cks, we compare the distance from Ckp to the cur-
rent point P and the distance from Ckp to the surface Cks.
if (|Cks −Ckp|− |P−Ckp|) < 0, the point P has entered the
surface and we can refine the position with a binary search.

We don’t interrupt the search until P is considered in-
side the surface for all the camera estimatives Cks. At that
point we tested two rules to select the best sample. In the
first one, we chose the sample from the camera with the best
view of the surface. For each camera we computed the pro-
jection of the sample viewing ray P−Ckp into the viewing
vector v. The sample with the greater projection, thus more
closer to the output viewing ray, was selected. In the second
alternative we chose the sample with the smallest difference
between the current point and the camera surface estimative
Cks. This corresponds to the sample with a better estimative
of the surface. As we show in Section 5.3, the resulting im-
age for the rules is similar, altough the selection of samples
may differ significantly.

5 Experimental results

In this Section we discuss our results in terms of speedup,
efficiency, communication costs and load balancing for a
real implementation. We have implemented the system de-
scribed in this paper on a Linux cluster composed of 11 dual-
Pentiums 3.40GHz 64bits machines connected by a Gigabit
Ethernet Switch. Each PC had 3GB of memory and a Nvidia
GeForce 7900 GTX/PCI/SSE2 GPU. We used OpenGl and
GLSL for graphics and LAM/MPI 7.0.6 for interprocess com-
munication.

As input database for the performance evaluation we
used a scene composed of a highly tessellated tree over a
heightfield terrain. The scene has approximately 500 thou-
sands triangles and was lit by a simple phong shader. An
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output of the system is shown in Figure 6. For the quality
analysis we used the well known Stanford Bunny model 2

as input, as shown in Section 5.3.
During the simulation we measured:

1. the time to render a view from the original data (the sam-
ple time g);

2. the time to render a view from the obtained samples (the
composition time c), which was measured from the in-
stant triangles are sent to the GPU to the time the frame
buffer is ready;

3. the time to transfer data from CPU to GPU and back
(calls to glTexImage2D() and glReadPixels(), respectively);

4. the time spent on communication, waiting for data from
the network (the time the second stage has to wait for the
samples);

5. the total running time, the time elapsed from the begin-
ning to the end of the rendering.

It is important to notice that, due to the intrinsic overlap
of communication and computation in our pipelined archi-
tecture, the time spent on communication is almost always
smaller than the total time of the network transmission.

Fig. 6 Render of the scene used in the performance and scalability
evaluation

For each camera we rendered 5 frames, moving the view-
point in them. The samples were taken with a 45 degree
projection and a resolution of 400x300 pixels. Output views
were rendered at 200x150 resolution. To improve the through-
put, network transmission was intercalated with rendering.
The sample images were transmitted uncompressed using
point-to-point communication.

5.1 General performance

For the performance measurementes we used five GPUs,
distributed among the stages according to Equation 4 with

2 http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/

values fro the compostion and render times measured during
a previous execution (c = 0,03s and g = 0,3s). The results
were K = 2 for V ≤ 128, and K = 1 for V ≥ 129. To val-
idate the value of K (number of sampling GPUs) obtained,
we ran the systems with the two options for the entire range
of V . As can be seen in Figure 7, above V = 130 the optimal
choice is to allocate just one GPU for sampling, as derived
from the model.
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Fig. 7 Time spent in two different configurations of K for the same
number of GPUs.

It is interesting to notice that the shape of the measured
curves fits well to those of the theoretical model (Fig. 3),
although rendering and sampling times were not the same.

Our system rendered 290 views in 2.61 seconds, spend-
ing approximately 9 ms per frame. We measured the total
rendering time for and increasing number of views and it is
plotted in Figure 8 against the theoretical values for T||naive
(Eq. 1) and T||l f r (Eq. 2). We can see that the measured time
follows the time predicted by the model with a small in-
crease, probably due to communication overhead.
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To verify that, we show the time spent in each sub-task
in Figure 9. The results show that the GPU/CPU communi-
cation costs (texture download/upload) were negligible. The
time spent in MPI receive routines increased when more
nodes were allocated to sampling, as expected, since we
used a point-to-point protocol, and they account for almost
all the difference from the theoretical model. A collective
communication function might help keep this from growing
too fast, but this is not a realm problem in this case, since the
sampling costs are independent from the number of views.
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Fig. 9 Time spent in the main steps of the algorithm

5.2 Scalability

To evaluate the scalability of our parallel light field renderer,
we ran it under varying configurations and loads, measuring
its speedup and efficiency in each case. we also compared
it to a parallel implementation of the naive renderer (just
by computing all views directly from the dataset in parallel
using all machines available). We computed the speedup of
both implementations by calculating the ration of the exe-
cution time of the most efficient single-machine implemen-
tation between the two versions considered, the light field
renderer, to the total running time of each parallel imple-
mentation. We used the sequential light field renderer be-
cause it would be faster than the naive renderer in that case
(and it would not be fair to compare the parallel versions to
the slower implementation). The efficiency was computed as
the ratio of the speedup to the number of machines used. An
ideal parallel implementation would achieve linear speedup
(it would perform N times as fast as the sequential version
with N machines), which would lead to 100% efficiency.
Due to limitations in the parallel execution, like synchro-
nization and communication overheads, and load unbalance,
most parallel applications do not perform that well.

First, we varied the number of machines from 5 to 10,
keeping only one machine assigned to the sampling stage
in the light field renderer (K = 1). Each configuration was
used to compute 1000 views and the execution times were
measured. Table 1 shows the efficiency results based on the
measured times. Clearly, the parallel light field renderer per-
forms better, reaching 83% efficiency with 10 machines, agains
just 11% of the naive renderer.

Total Efficiency Efficiency
GPUs (Ligth field) (Naive)

5 0.7147 0.1029
6 0.7567 0.1049
7 0.7922 0.1063
8 0.8117 0.1080
9 0.8184 0.1084

10 0.8257 0.1096

Table 1 Efficiency of proposed and naive parallelizations for 1000
views. One GPU was allocated to sampling in all cases

Finally, we fixed the cluster size and varied the number
of views, evaluating the efficiency of both parallel versions
as we did so. We used five machines in the experiment, and
configured them based on the value of Kopt given by Eq. 4,
as in Section 5.1 (K ∈ {1,2}). The results for the computed
efficiency are shown in Figure 10. The naive implementa-
tion has a better efficiency with fewer views, since there
is less communication overhead in that case, but it never
goes above 20%. As the number of views increase, how-
ever, the efficiency drops, getting closer to 10%. The par-
allel light field renderer, on the other hand, performs better
in all cases. For fewer views, Kopt = 2 and the performance
is above 80%. As the number of views approaches 130, the
performance clearly degrades, since the system is reaching
the point where a reconfiguration is needed. Once the recon-
figuration takes place (Kopt = 1), efficiency rises again and
stays above 80% for the rest of the experiment.
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5.3 Rendering Quality

Ideally, an image generated by the light field renderer would
be identical to an image generated directly from the geome-
try. However, as discussed before, the quality of output im-
age depends on many different factors such as sampling rate
and the strategy used to find the surface. In our tests we used
four sample cameras, which is a reasonable number for our
scenes. We also used a very simple search strategy to find
the surface intersection (linear search). To make the com-
parison easier to evaluate, we used the well known Stanford
Bunny model3 as input.

In Figure 11 we can see four different views of the bunny,
rendered from the acquired samples. Pixels from each sam-
ple were colored in a different color (red, green, blue, yel-
low). We can see that the model is well covered by the four
cameras. In fact, we observed that most of the surfaces are
covered by at least three cameras (not shown).

To evaluate the quality of the renderer, we used the Per-
ceptual Image Diff Utility4. This utility makes use of a com-
putational model of the human visual system to compare
two images. A comparison between an image produced by
our method and one rendered from the original geometry is
shown in Figure 12. A fixed number of 100 steps were used
on this test. Visible differences are highlighted in red. Most
of the differences occur along the object outline.

Fig. 11 Contribution of the input samples to the final image. Pixels
from each sample were colored in a different color (red, green, blue,
yellow).

As discussed previously, the image quality also depends
on the quality of the search along the viewing ray v. In our
case, the search is heavily influenced by the size of steps

3 http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/
4 http://pdiff.sourceforge.net/

Fig. 12 Output quality: a) render from the geometry; b) output of the
light field, c) perceptual difference

on the linear search. If the step is too large, it will miss
smaller features of the surface. If it is too small, the ren-
der will take too much time. Another important parameter
is the number of cameras that confirm that a surface exists.
Our algorithm considers that a surface was found when all
four cameras hits a surface. If some feature is not sampled
by all the cameras, the algoritm will search to the end of the
volume. This is ilustrated on Figure 13. Images 13.a, 13.b
and 13.c were rendered with 100, 200 and 300 steps respec-
tively, with 100% of confidence (4 cameras must confirm the
existence of a surface). Image 13.d was rendered with 100
steps and 75% of confidence (3 cameras must confirm the
existence of a surface). A smaller confidence will improve
the rendering of some features but if it is too low, false sur-
faces and artifacts will appear (look between the ears of the
rabbit).

We have also compared the two methods proposed to
choose the sample to use for each pixel, as discussed at the
end of Section 4.2, for both datasets considered in this work.
In Figure 14, the first column shows the cases where the
sample with the best view of the surface was chosen, while
the second column shows what happened when the sample
with the better estimative of the surface was chosen. As we
can see, although the output images are quite similar, the
contribution of each sample camera may be very different,
depending on the model used.
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Fig. 13 Influence of the number of steps and confidence on the output
image: a) 100 steps, 4 cameras b) 200 steps, 4 cameras, c) 300 steps, 4
cameras d) 100 steps, 3 cameras

Fig. 14 Comparison of the two methods of choosing pixels. First col-
umn: sample with the best view of the surface. Second column: sample
with better estimative of the surface.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we presented a parallel architecture for render-
ing multiple views in a cluster of GPUs. We have shown a
theoretical analysis of speedup and scalability of the pro-
posed system, showing how it can be superior to a naive
parallelization. In the results, we have supported this analy-
sis by running experiments on a rendering cluster, when we
achieved more than 80% efficiency for the proposed method,
against only 11% efficiency for the naive solution.

The main insight of this work was the use of an image-
based renderer to avoid duplicate work among the views. At
the same time, an efficient parallelization was found, what
enabled the system to scale very well with the number of
views.

The main trade-off of the system is in the sampling pro-
cess, which may be complex for some scenes. In a future
work, we would like to experiment with adaptive camera
positioning, so that we can improve the sampling of more
complex scenes.

Another area of work is the overall optimization of the
system, using faster texture transfer primitives (pixel/frame
buffer objects), dynamical load balancing and faster image
composition, using better search strategies.
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